Option Three - Electronic fingerprinting via Fieldprint

Submit Electronic Fingerprints via Fieldprint, Inc (Fieldprint). Fieldprint provides all aspects of the fingerprinting process from electronic collection to sending the collected fingerprints to OSP/FBI for processing - eliminating the need for submission of a fingerprint card. In addition, Fieldprint offers nationwide fingerprinting services within a reasonable distance from any location. Please visit: [www.fieldprintoregon.com](http://www.fieldprintoregon.com) for more information and to schedule an appointment.

You will need to use the following Fieldprint code when scheduling your appointment:

**FPORDPSFireCertDAS**

**IMPORTANT INFORMATION - PLEASE NOTE:**

1. Be sure to enter the correct Fieldprint code (listed above) when scheduling your appointment. Entry of an incorrect code will result in the rejection of your prints and you will be required to reschedule and repeat the fingerprint process, which will include repayment of the electronic fingerprint fee charged by Fieldprint; and

2. Once you have completed the process of scheduling an appointment with Fieldprint, you will be provided with a Confirmation Page which you can print for your records.